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Deferred Maintenance…
and Accelerated Impact
NATIONAL PARKS HAVE BEEN MAKING A LOT
OF NEWS LATELY—FINANCIAL NEWS.
The National Park Service reports visitor spending and labor
income pushed the parks’ economic impact to $35.8 billion
last year, about a billion more than in 2016. Attendance hit
331 million, and consumer outlays for hotels, restaurants,
fuel, and retail totaled more than $18 billion alone.
Such spending may have helped convince the Department of
the Interior that higher park entrance fees could fund a portion
of its operating needs, but public outcry forced a swift retreat
from proposed increases of up to $45 to just $5.
In defending the planned hikes, the administration said it
needs to generate more revenue to address a park maintenance
backlog of $11.8 billion—a figure that is equal to the entire
2018 DOI budget. What are we to make of all this? Here are
three quick takeaways:
1. Although trails and campgrounds are among the Park
Service’s priorities, most of their deferred maintenance is
in infrastructure: roads, buildings, fleet maintenance—areas
historically outside the realm of SCA’s conservation corps. Yet if
national parks need carpenters, electricians, plumbers, and other
tradespeople to ensure a quality visitor experience, can SCA
expand its programming to meet these new needs? Our NPS
Academy initiative already introduces young adults to the full
range of professions available in our parks. To address escalating
maintenance needs and engage new and wider audiences, SCA
is exploring new park apprenticeships for non-college bound
and other individuals who would benefit from vo-tech training
within a complementary green curriculum. I invite your ideas
and suggestions on ways SCA can meet park needs and those
of teens and young adults with increasingly diverse interests,
backgrounds, and career ambitions.

JAIME BERMAN MATYAS
PRESIDENT AND CEO
2. A few weeks ago, I participated in a Pew Charitable Trusts
summit with state and municipal park directors, funding
experts, and public-private partnership advocates from
around the country. We discussed maintenance concepts that
are currently working locally and how to replicate them on
federal lands. Many attendees were already familiar with SCA’s
impact in cities where our members not only care for local green
spaces but also earn a paycheck, gain career skills, and access
previously unavailable opportunities. An influx of young,
entry-level workers would make a substantial difference for
overburdened hiking trails, campgrounds, and habitats—and
the experience would be just as impactful on the participants.
3. In touting the administration’s maintenance proposal,
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke recently declared our national
parks are “being loved to death” and “not since the 1950s
has an administration proffered a plan to rebuild basic [park]
infrastructure like roads, trails.” Sound familiar? That “loved to
death” quote belongs to historian and conservationist Bernard
DeVoto, who in a landmark 1953 essay advocated for more
federal funding before an adoring public inflicted permanent
harm on our national parks. DeVoto’s alert quickly caught the
attention of Liz Putnam, then a student at Vassar College, and
prompted her to propose a “student conservation corps”—now
SCA—in her senior thesis. The more things change…
Six decades after the first SCA volunteers answered the call,
young people are capable of playing an even greater role in
restoring park recreational assets stressed by a visitation volume
that previously could not have been imagined.
Last year alone, SCA members built or repaired 3,000 miles of
trail and protected 100,000 acres of wildlife habitat. This year,
through signature programs like NPS Academy and new
ventures including our Historic Preservation Corps with the
Corporation for National and Community Service, SCA
volunteers will accomplish even more.
Amid rising park attendance, maintenance needs, and gateway
economies, the best value in conservation—and in our future—
remains an investment in SCA. Thank you for your continued
support of our vital mission.
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SCA Earns “Hero” Award
The Public Lands Alliance, an organization dedicated to the preservation, enrichment, and enjoyment of America’s most
treasured places, granted its Public Lands Hero Award to SCA for our hurricane recovery efforts in Houston area parks.
The presentation took place at the Alliance’s annual conference in Palm Springs, California. The Houston Chronicle
also recognized SCA’s contributions, profiling volunteers who removed huge amounts of storm debris from along Sims
Bayou, including hundreds of plastic bags caught in trees. SCA alumna Amanda Hughes-Horan likened the look to
“a horrible, ugly Christmas” before adding that “projects like this help [young people] discover the value of nature.”

SETS RECORDS
SCA’S “EARTH MONTH” EVENTS IN APRIL GENERATED
RECORD PARTICIPATION AND UNPARALLELED IMPACT.
Weather postponements pushed some projects into May, but when
all was said and done, more than 4,000 volunteers joined in 62
conservation projects in 22 states. While there were plenty of park
clean-ups and trail repairs, the most popular activity was making seed
balls. Southwest Airlines employees led the way in combining soil,
clay, and native seeds to produce earth-friendly orbs that are already
blooming into wildflowers to support butterflies, bees, birds, and other
essential pollinators. Southwest’s Houston in-flight team created 1,770
seed balls in one sitting! Thanks also to American Express and Exelon
for their generous support.

THESCA.ORG

4,000+
VOLUNTEERS
joined in

62

conservation projects
in

22 states
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SCA VOLUNTEERS AID
ENDANGERED SPECIES
EMILY PETERSON HAS SET COUNTLESS TRAPS AND
CAMERAS. TREKKED THROUGH MILES OF THORNY
FORESTS. ANALYZED REAMS AND REAMS OF DATA.
Yet as she completes a year-long ocelot recovery internship at
Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge, Emily has had
just a single encounter with these elusive cats.
“He was sitting there in one of our traps,” she says. “He
winked at me a couple of times, and then hissed and lunged.
Typical behavior—and an incredible experience!”
Emily is one of hundreds of SCA volunteers nationwide helping endangered and threatened species avoid an even more
fateful classification: extinct. In this edition of The GreenWay,
we spotlight their methods, achievements, and hopes for the
future. And we start at the southern tip of Texas.
Ocelots once ranged in the U.S. from Arizona to Louisiana.
Today, the species is down to an estimated 50, split between
Laguna Atascosa and a neighboring private property. Until
this spring, Emily—a 24-year old New Yorker—had known
that trapped ocelot only by the beeps from its radio collar.
Then, after 10 months of tracking its every movement
from afar, Emily found herself taking blood, hair, and other
biological samples.
“This is the reason I tear my arms up in the brush every day,”
she posted to social media, next to a photo of her holding the
sedated creature (see cover).
After years of habitat loss to agriculture, the government is
now restoring former farms to the dense, nearly impenetrable
vegetation ocelots prefer. Megan Villareal, who also interns
at the refuge, has planted native shrubs and removed invasive
plants by the hundreds, but concedes other challenges remain.
To deepen the gene pool, she says officials are looking southward and “it would be great to get some genetic variety from
Mexico,” where the dappled cats are abundant.
The greatest threat on their road to recovery, however, may
be motor vehicles. A couple of years ago, Emily says road
accidents claimed five ocelots. Analyzing telemetry data,
she mapped established ocelot routes and her reports helped
inform the state’s installation of new underpass tunnels.
“They recently completed six wildlife crossings allowing ocelots
to pass underneath the highway,” she states, “and last year,
we had only one road mortality. So, we’re making progress.”
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Ashley Carr takes weight, length, and scale
samples for study, careful to hold the spawning
salmon upside down to protect her eggs

TIPPING THE SCALES
At the Abernathy Fish Technology Center in Washington,
intern Ashley Carr is shedding new light on how climate
change affects coho salmon, steelhead trout, and Pacific
lampreys—three species tied to the Northwest’s economy,
culture, and very identity.
“With our rivers warming,” Ashley says, “we want to see how
they adjust to different temperatures and feeds.”
All three fish have distinct population segments considered
endangered and hatcheries like Abernathy’s help sustain them.
Ashley’s steelhead research seeks to identify “a feed that will
keep fish healthy in warm water but not allow them to
become so big they overcrowd raceways and tanks.”
In another experiment, Ashley observes dozens of young
lampreys in a large beaker of water and sand. In their natural
environment, these jawless vertebrates burrow into the
substrate and remain there, filter-feeding, for years. As yet,
she’s not detected any changes in this behavior but “a lot
of tests show they don’t grow as large in warmer water and
mortality rates increase.”
Having contributed to various nutritional, physiological, and
genetic analyses—she is listed among the authors of at least
one Center study—Ashley acknowledges “my favorite part of
the job is lab work. Crunching numbers can be boring but we
need to know if these species are going to survive in the wild
after we let them go.
“We’re coming up with new findings every day, new reports,
and new ways to turn things around. It’s just crazy to think
about salmon vanishing and the void that would create.”
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Cassie Holden with
loggerhead hatchlings

Whenever the conversation turns to a species on the brink,
someone inevitably asks “so what?” Long days of restoring
quail habitat in the Sonoran Desert have given Joe plenty of

“Every species on Earth deserves
a chance of survival.” JOE BOZZO
time to ponder that issue. “Every species on Earth deserves a
chance of survival, especially when humans are the reason for
their demise,” he states. “Knowing how our consumption and
lifestyles affect the environment and the creatures around us,
we must choose to prevent their extinction. Not only for us in
the present but for those who will come after us.”
“COOLEST MOMENT EVER!”

BREEDING BOBWHITES
—AND HOPE
Joe Bozzo is entrenched
in what may be the last,
best chance to reintroduce
masked bobwhite quails to
Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge. After years of
varied approaches and mixed
Joe Bozzo prepares transport
results, in 2017 the refuge
box prior to bobwhite release
in Arizona released masked
bobwhite chicks from an onsite captive breeding facility for the first time in over a decade.
“It’s a ‘foster release,’” Joe explains. “A wild male Texas bobwhite is captured and paired with masked bobwhite chicks
who are less than a week old. Then they have a couple weeks
inside a following pen to bond.” Joe fits the beige and white
speckled chicks with small transmitters “so we can monitor
location, observe behavior, and record mortality” once they
are freed.
If you’re wondering why they pair the chicks with an adult
male, Joe notes “out of the four main Southwestern species of
quail, the Texas fathers have the most paternal hormones and
are the most caring dads.” The adoptive males, however, are
vasectomized to prevent interbreeding.
“We are already gaining valuable information on the practical
implication of different release methods,” Joe states.
“Constantly improving and providing evidence of success
directly affects our ability to fund the program into the future.
I believe my work during this first year of releases has given
the masked bobwhite a better chance of surviving to breed on
their own and eventually sustain a stable wild population.”
THESCA.ORG

As custodian of more than 30 million acres, the U.S. Department of Defense is one of the country’s largest public land
managers. Accordingly, DoD hosts dozens of SCA volunteers
each year, including a team of threatened and endangered
species interns at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.
The group helps sustain red-cockaded woodpeckers, piping
plovers, and more, although at this time of year their attention
shifts to sea turtles. “We search for nest sites, place a protective cage over them, and monitor each site for activity,” states
intern Cassie Holden. “Then we dig trenches in the sand, like
‘turtle bowling alleys’ with gutters on each side of the nest, to
usher them toward the ocean.”
Last August, as Hurricane Irma approached, the interns
conducted emergency excavations of loggerhead nests up
and down the coastline. In a matter of hours, they rescued
400 hatchlings. “One of the most emotional parts of the day
was the number of people on the beach who were seeing sea
turtles for the first time,” notes Derek Corbin of Rockville,
Maryland. “Their appreciation of the turtles’ journey is
paramount to the protection of this species.”
“As we expected,” adds intern Alli Potter, “over the next few
days, the nests we had just excavated were washed over by
higher tides due to the hurricane, so we really did give these
turtles a chance they may not have gotten had we waited.”
Much as these volunteers aid threatened creatures, big and
small, that otherwise may not have a chance, SCA provides
young men and women with life-changing opportunities from
which they otherwise might not benefit, and they in turn
deliver important conservation outcomes that otherwise
would not be accomplished.
Looking back, Cassie Holden calls last summer’s sea turtle
rescue “one of the coolest moments ever!” Looking ahead,
SCA is committed to providing America’s youth and natural
resources with many more cool moments, through the
coming summer season and beyond.
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VINCE AND
LOIS LUNETTA
Vince Lunetta spent much of his career instructing
university students in science and technology. Lois
Lunetta used to teach high school chemistry and
biology. So when the New Hampshire couple hikes their
beloved White Mountains or, really, any other part of the
world, they tend to view things a little differently than
most. They’ve also seen a number of SCA volunteers
along the way, all of which has combined to shape their
philanthropic outlook.
“Lois and I think the goals and programs of SCA coincide
with important values the two of us have for our charitable
giving,” notes Vince. “As science educators, we are interested
in protecting the natural environment as well as aiding young
people who do some of the necessary work while growing
their own understanding, interest, and sense of place.”
Vince developed his own connections with the outdoors in
much the same way. As a boy, he lived with his family in the
Boston area but spent summers in the Whites, first as a caddy
at the Mount Washington Hotel and later, while enrolled at
Harvard, working at the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
Lois, a native of the Bronx, met Vince as she studied at Tufts
University, and before long he introduced her to the Presidential Range and other altitudinous New Hampshire haunts.
As their teaching took them from Connecticut to Iowa, and
Washington, D.C. to State College, Pennsylvania, each year
they’d be sure to return to their cottage in the Whites, first as
honeymooners, then with their son and daughter, and now
with their grandchildren.
Their travels—work-related as well as recreational—also
furthered the Lunettas’ interests in spurring environmental

stewardship. Lois, for example, says she was “amazed” at
how the field trips she led while teaching in Iowa made her
classroom lessons come alive for students.
Vince and Lois believe that supporting SCA outdoor
experiences provides a counterbalance to the increasingly
dominant draw of cyberspace and virtual entertainment on
today’s young people. Diligent savers and investors throughout their lives, they are now, in retirement, deeply committed
philanthropists. For years, they have made generous, tax-free
gifts to SCA from their separate retirement accounts through
the “Charitable IRA” option, considering it the most efficient
way to foster young people and nature. And they invite others
over the age of 70.5 to join them.

A Gift from An IRA Can Secure the Future of Youth Conservation Service
Passionate SCA supporters who are 701/2 or older can make
tax free gifts from a traditional or Roth IRA, up to $100,000 per
year, to SCA to provide life-changing experiences for youth by
helping conserve our critical natural places. In addition to having
the satisfaction of making such a significant contribution to
SCA’s work, these “Charitable IRA” gifts can count toward a
donor’s required minimum distribution from their IRA.

To learn more go to: www.theSCA.org/plannedgiving,
email: wnelson@theSCA.org or call 703.842.4210
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ALUMNA
PROFILE

ZINTKALA
EIRING

A member of the Oglala Lakota Sioux Nation, Zintkala
Eiring has just completed an SCA internship with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. As a Junior Native American
Liaison, Zintkala met with presidents, chairmen, and chairwomen
of Federally Recognized Tribes from Alaska to Maine. She
engaged with indigenous teens at the Native Youth Climate
Adaption Leadership Congress in West Virginia and created a
Native American Storybook at the Silvio O. Conte National
Wildlife Refuge.
“I feel deeply that we all share a mission to preserve public lands,
recover and protect species, and involve the personal, human stories that are woven in every aspect of conservation,” says Zintkala.
In fact, storytelling was her specialty. An effective and prolific
blogger, Zintkala wrote about the Penobscot Indian Nation’s
efforts to restore stream connectivity for migratory fish in Maine,
the Seneca Indian Nation’s solar-powered fish hatcheries and
research centers in upstate New York and western Pennsylvania,
and the collaboration between the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe
and the Mashpee National Wildlife Refuge at a Homelands
Summer Science Camp in Massachusetts.
Tim Binzen, a tribal liaison with the Fish and Wildlife Service,
says Zintkala’s internship was “much more than a job for her…
she brought a lot of maturity and initiative, and reinforced the
connection between agency and the Tribes.”
“It is genuinely fascinating to be part of the bridge between
indigenous peoples and the federal government,” Zintkala states.
“I am thankful to have learned from two worlds: federal agencies,
which have a fiduciary duty to uphold the federal trust responsibility, and Federally Recognized Tribes, which have the sovereign
right to govern themselves and their land.
“Native Americans have possessed the true care and stewardship
of the Earth for thousands of years, and I carry my culture with
me always.”

DOUBLEYOUR
YOURIMPACT!!
IMPACT!!
DOUBLE
So many young SCA volunteers willing to serve.
So many National Parks and green spaces need help.
So much work to be done.

HAVE YOUR GIFT MATCHED!

GIVE NOW DURING OUR MILLION DOLLAR CHALLENGE!
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$50 WILL BECOME $100

$250 BECOMES $500

Help SCA respond to this challenge and

GIFTS RECEIVED BEFORE JUNE 15TH
WILL BE DOUBLED!

YOUR CONTRIBUTION OF

$500 BECOMES $1,000
VISIT

THESCA.ORG/TGW
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The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is America’s
largest and most effective youth conservation service
organization. SCA conserves lands and transforms lives by
empowering young people of all backgrounds to plan, act,
and lead, while they protect and restore our natural and
cultural resources. Founded in 1957, SCA’s mission is to
build the next generation of conservation leaders.
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SCA INTERNS’

Big Picture
Project
Yosemite National Park’s online photo gallery
includes 39 black and white images, from
a shot of Teddy Roosevelt and John Muir
on horseback to a picture of a bear cub
anxiously looking for its mother.
That’s about to change in a very big way.

PROUD MEMBER

This spring, SCA interns are racing to digitize thousands of
historic photos and negatives before they are taken by the
ravages of time.
“Photo digitization increases accessibility to historical
resources,” intern Julia Anderson told Yosemite Conservancy,
which is funding the project. “It also creates a sense of
ownership over Yosemite’s resources for people who may
not be able to travel to the park in person.”
In addition to scanning the photos, the SCA archival techs are
responsible for negative reconciliation, copyright research, and
embedding each file with metadata for sorting and organizing.
Kat Connelly, a self-described “analog photography and
national park enthusiast,” says examining a century’s worth
of Yosemite images is akin to traveling through time. “I’ve
had a chance to see the mammoth plates—usually 18" by 22"
glass plate negatives—that photographers such as Carleton
Watkins used for their work,” Kat says. “I would be amazed to
see those early photographers in action, capturing the beauty
of the park.”
The Yosemite photo collection features scenic views, park
architecture, Native American heritage, and more. “The most
interesting image I have come across thus far is a photograph
of two Howitzer tanks parked in front of Tunnel View during
World War II,” states intern Amy McKinney. “This image is a
powerful representation of the dichotomy between the chaos
of wartime and the peacefulness of nature.”
SCA volunteers are most often associated with protecting
public lands for the future. These photo interns are focused
on conserving vital links to our past.

An historical image of a bear cub in Yosemite Valley |

PHOTO: NPS

SEE MORE INTERN COMMENTS AND PHOTOS AT
THESCA.ORG/YOSE

